PT. FLORES KOMODO TOURS
Head office: Emanuel House, 2ndFloor l Gg Lerikson l Nai Roa Street
Maumere of Flores l East Nusa Tenggara l Indonesia - 86181
Mobile Ph. +62-81 392 3535 68 l +62-8 5757 29 6969
Email : booking@flores-komodotours.com
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

AFFIDAVIT OF HEALTHY
No.
/FKT-SKBS. .20….
The undersigned below :
Complete name
:
Place / Date of Birth
:
Is guest from PT. Flores Komodo Tours who will follow the tour on Flores Island and Komodo National Park, hereby
declares that I am ready to follow the procedures and rules determined by PT. Flores Komodo Tours during the tour with PT. Flores
Komodo Tours in the time period: _________________________ in a healthy condition both physically and spiritually and meet all
of the criteria below for following strenuous activities like trekking , snorkeling and diving and other activities of tour during a
sightseeing trip in tourism areas that have been specified in the itinerary , Here are the important points that need to be considered
. If any one of them is not eligible to participate in the tour then I am willing to not do heavy activities during the tour and comply
with all applicable regulations.
1. I am not having or once got severe disease within the last one month , including : Heart Disease , Hypertension / High Blood
, Malaria , Dengue Fever , Diabetes mellitus , AIDS , Lever , kidney and other serious diseases that are not listed in the this
statement letter.
2. I am willing to stop the tour with PT. Flores Komodo Tours if physically and mentally I’ve been declared not eligible by the
Tour Guide or representative of PT. Flores Komodo Tours.
3. I will not sue PT. Flores Komodo Tours if things happen that are not desirable during the tour , including whether light or
heavy injuries that endanger the safety of me because of my physical strength is not healthy , but I forced myself to follow
the tour predetermined
4. I'm just going to take a trip / tour during my able-bodied and really fit to perform strenuous activities such as trekking,
snorkeling, diving and other activities during the tour with PT. Flores Komodo Tours.
5. During the Tour with PT. Flores Komodo Tours I will Complying and follow procedures and rules already determined by Tour
Leader / Tour Guide from PT. Flores Komodo Tours.
We hope this letter of Statement is made to be used as appropriate .if later things happen are not desirable , but is not set in the
letter of this statement then I agree that the solving of these problems can be done amicably through consultation and consensus.
But then if it cannot be done that way, also it can be reached by the laws of the Republic of Indonesia.
Thank you for your attention and hopefully your tour with us can be safe and fun.
Maumere of Flores
______________________, 20….

Place : _______________
Day &Date : ________________

Oyan Kristian
OWNER & MANAGING DIRECTUR
PT. FLORES KOMODO TOURS

Complete Name : _________________
CUSTOMER
PT. FLORES KOMODO TOURS
Place : _______________
Day &Date : ________________

Complete Name : _________________
TOUR GUIDE/LEADER - PT. FLORES KOMODO TOURS

www.flores-komodotours.com

